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1. INTRODUCTION 

Brisbane Water is a tidal arm of Broken Bay located in the Central Coast of New South Wales, 
approximately 50 kilometres north of Sydney (refer Figure 1). The area is strategically located on 
the established railway and freeway networks between Sydney and Newcastle. A significant 
proportion of the population of the Central Coast commutes daily to the Sydney Metropolitan area. 

The Central Coast region has one of the highest population growth rates in New South Wales 
(viz approximately 5%). In addition to the surf beaches, tourists are attracted to the area for the 
recreational boating opportunities offered by Brisbane Water. Yacht racing, wind surfing and water 
skiing on the waterway are very popular particularly during the summer holiday period. 

At present, navigation on the waterway is restricted by the water depths and dangerous sea 
conditions through the entrance and the yacht mast clearance under the Rip Bridge. The entrance 
navigation hazard was highlighted by the unfortunate death of a pleasure boat occupant in 
December 1986. . 

An assessment of the recreational boating demand has indicated that there are immediate shortfalls 
of 250 marina wet berths and 249 boat launching ramp car trailer spaces (Public Works Department, 
NSW, 1987/88). 

The Public Works Department of New South Wales (PWD) is actively promoting the 
implementation of foreshore facilities to meet these demands such as the development of a new 
marina at the Gosford Boatharbour and the upgrading and expansion of seven existing boat ramp 
facilities and the development of a new 2 lane boat launching ramp facility. In addition, 11 public 
wharves have been upgraded for the establishment of a ferry network and funding has been 
approved for waterway improvements under the PWD Waterways Programme. 

i 
It is anticipated that these new developments and improvements to the existing waterway facilities 
will result in an increase in recreational boating activity on Brisbane Water and a resulting increase 
in the traffic wishing to use the entrance. This will result in increasing pressure on government to 
improve the entrance so that it would be safer and more navigable under all conditions. 

Patterson Britton & Partners were engaged to carry out a brief study of the coastal processes 
operating at the entrance to Brisbane Water and examine the scope of possible works for improving 
navigational safety at the entrance. The purpose of the study is to provide a technically based 
discussion document which can be used to focus future government or community initiatives with 
respect to entrance improvement. The report has been prepared for discussion purposes only and 
no recommendation is expressed in or should be construed from the document. Conceptual 
design, detailed feasibility assessment and funding strategies were beyond the study brief. 

A series of possible navigation improvement options are provided. These could be acted upon 
when the appropriate degree of community demand for a safe entrance is realised. 

___ R1iHI1 __ 
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2. RECREATIONAL BOATING DEMAND 

An assessment of the recreational boating demand on Brisbane Water was undertaken in the 
Brisbane Water Recreational Boating Study (PWD, 1987/88). 

The assessment was based on a review of previous demand studies, a consideration of the existing 
boating facilities offered and navigational restrictions on the waterway. It further sought to identify 
and quantify the components that contribute to the recreational boating demand. 

The study identified an immediate short-term demand as well as a longer term demand for marinas 
and boat launching ramp facilities. 

2.1 MARINAS 

The short term demand was estimated as 250 marina wet berths to the year 1991 and comprised the 
following components: . 

local demand - from local population growth and existing boat owners that may relocate to 
a marina from swing moorings; 

overflow from the Sydney area - immediate demand generated by boat owners on waiting 
lists for moorings in Sydney and Pittwater electing to use the facilities in Brisbane Water; 

tourist demand - given that Gosford planning strategies include tourism as an important 
component and the scenic attributes of the waterway generally; 

latent demand - immediate demand generated by the provision of new marina facilities. 

The longer term demand was estimated as an additional 400 marina wet berths to the year 2006 
based on population growth trends for the region. 

2.2 BOAT LAUNCHING RAMPS 

The short term demand was estimated as 249 car/trailer spaces to the year 1991 and longer term 
demand was estimated as an additional 170 car/trailer parking spaces to the year 2006. These 
estimates are based on the projected estimates of trailerable boat ownership ratios for the Brisbane 
Water area, popUlation growth predictions, and an assumed peak daily usage. 
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3. UPGRADING PROPOSALS FOR MARINAS AND OTHER WATERWAY FACILffiES 

3.1 GOSFORD MARINA DEVELOPMENT 

An assessment was made by PWD (1987/88) of the potential sites within Brisbane Water that could 
be developed as new marinas to meet the immediate or short-term demand for 250 wet berths. 

The assessment involved the identification of all potential sites for development of new marina . 
facilities, the assessment of these sites in terms of various engineering and environmental criteria to 
derive a "short list" of sites, and a more detailed consideration of this "short list" through the 
development of concept marina layouts to establish approximate infrastructure costs and a ranking 
or priority for site development. 

The assessment found that the Gosford Boatharbour would be the most suitable site for the 
development of a new marina facility. 

As a result of this finding the PWD prepared another study that looked at the potential 
development options for this site (PWD, 1987). Since the release of this study, expressions of 
interest for the deVelopment of this site have been called and three "short-listed" developers were 
recently presented with tender documents. 

The ramifications of the development of Gosford Marina would include an increase in recreational 
boating activity on the waterway and a resulting increase in the traffic wishing to enter or leave 
Brisbane Water. With time will come an increasing pressure for the Government to improve the 
entrance so that it will be safer and more navigable under all conditions. 

3.2 UPGRADING OF WATERWAY FACILffiES 

In addition to the development of a marina at Gosford the Brisbane Water Recreational Boating 
Study (PWD, 1987/88) identified the need to upgrade and provide additional waterway facilities in 
Brisbane Water. These include boat launching ramps, public wharves and jetties, and waterway 
improvements. 

It has been established that there was immediate or short term demand for an estimated additional 
249 car/trailer spaces at boat launching ramp facilities. To satisfy this deman~ it has been proposed 
to upgrade and expand seven of the existing ramp facilities and provide one new two lane facility. 
At the time of preparing this report, Council works had included minor upgrading such as 
maximisation of existing parking areas. 

In order that a reasonable ferry network may be established within Brisbane Water is was proposed 
to upgrade an estimated 11 existing public wharves and jetties to accommodate ferry berthing and 
mooring loads unde~ the PWD Waterways Programme. These works have been completed. In 
addition to these structures Gosford Council, as part of its on-going restoration and maintenance 
programme, is continuing to maintain the remaining 22 wharf and jetty structures located within the 
waterway. 
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In order to improve navigation it was proposed to undertake waterway improvements at a number 
of locations in Brisbane Water. These improvements comprise dredging and placement of 
navigational aids at a number of channels. Dredging at 5 sites upstream of The Rip is being funded 
through the PWD Waterways Programme. 

The continued upgrading of these waterway facilities will improve the accessibility and increase the 
popularity of Brisbane Water. This will further increase the pressure for improvements to the 
entrance. 
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4. NAVIGATION RESTRICTIONS 

\ 

Two navigation constraints currently restrict the use of the waterway by recreational vessels; fIrstly, 
the poor navigation conditions at the entrance and, secondly, limited clearance under the Rip 
Bridge. 

A large mobile entrance bar is located between the entrance at Half Tide Rocks and a line joining 
Little Box Head with Umina Beach (refer Figure 2). This bar severely restricts the area of 
navigable waterway at the Brisbane Water entrance. At present, the only navigation channel 
through the entrance forms a narrow passage close to the Bouddi National Park shoreline which 
tightly rounds Half Tide Rocks at Wagstaff Point. Only two starboard marks at the end of Half 
Tide Rocks presently mark the entrance channel. Water depths are sufficiently restricted by shoals 
close to the northern end of Lobster Beach and immediately south of Half Tide Rocks such that a 
.draft limit of some 2 metres applies. Consideration has previously been given to the provision of lit 
port hand channel marks bet\yeen Little Box Head and Half Tide· Rocks however this was not 
deemed in the best interests of boating safety until such time as a deep and more stable entrance 
channel became available (PWD, 1987/88). 

/1 
High tidal velocities and severe wave and wind exposure to the south-east serve to further 
exacerbate the already difficult navigation conditions. The mobile sand shoal south of Half Tide 
Rocks severely limits the navigation channel width between the shoal and the rocks. Since Half 
Tide Rocks is inundated at high tide, the tidal velocities are often directed across the alignment of 
the channel throat at this point. This forces vessel sailing paths even closer to either the shoal or 
Half Tide Rocks depending on the state of the tide. Although, at times, these manoeuvres may be 
comfortably accomplished by helmsmen with local knowledge, even experienced visitor sailors often 
get into diffIculty. 

Another more general boating hazard typically associated with a shallow entrance exposed to high 
tidal velocities, such as at Brisbane Water, relates to loss of heading or steerage experienced either 
when a following current speed approaches vessel speed or whilst attempting to navigate excessively 
steep waves. 

Limited water depths, high tidal velocities and severe wind and wave exposure (including wave 
steepness) tends to restrict entrance navigation access to yachts and power craft with respective 
maximum lengths of approximately 12 and 15 metres. 

Upstream of the entrance, the clearance under the Rip Bridge controls the maximum size of yacht 
that can enter the main channel to Brisbane Water. At mean high water the maximum clearance 
under the bridge is 17.2 metres at the centre of the arch. This clearance limits the length of yachts 
wishing to navigate upstream to approximately 13 metres at all states of the tide. 

Navigational restrictions have discouraged many boat owners from entering or leaving Brisbane 
Water and have reduced the popularity of the waterway generally. 
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s. BENEFITS OF ENTRANCE IMPROVEMENT 

The primary objective of any entrance improvement would be enhanced navigational safety 
involving adequate all-tide navigation depths as well as minimised impacts due to currents, waves 
and weather. The associated benefits of a safe entrance to Brisbane Water are many: 

Growth in recreational boating activity 

The Brisbane Water Recreational Boating Demand Study (PWD, 1987/88) recognises that 
demand for recreational boating facilities is influenced by a number of waterway constraints 
which include hazardous entrance conditions. With entrance improvement the number and 
size of resident craft would be expected to grow as would the number of visits by outside 
craft, particularly cruise craft from the Pittwater and Lower Hawkesbury waterways. This 
growth in recreational boating activity would have flow-on commercial benefits in all 
sectors of the local maritime service industry. 

As well as enhanced access to visitor craft, the potential local waterway available to resident 
craft would expand into Broken Bay and the Pittwater and Hawkesbury areas. Offshore 
sailing events presently organised by the Gosford Aquatic Club would become more 
popular. 

Reduced erosion along Ettalong Beach 

Erosion along Ettalong Beach (particularly close to Ettalong Point) has been the subject of 
concern dating back to the 1940's. A detailed study was undertaken by the PWD in 
1976/1977 to address the issue (refer Section 6.2 - Relevant Existing Studies). Results from 
this study suggest that a dominant flood tidal channel adjacent to Ettalong Beach in 
conjunction with significant wave penetration are responsible for erosion. Both these 
erosive mechanisms could be influenced to advantage with appropriately designed entrance 
works so benefiting the overall amenity of Ettalong Beach. 

Land reclamation for development 

Although undoubted benefit would accrue to the recreational boating fraternity with an 
improved, safe entrance to Brisbane Water, such works are likely to iJ1volve a substantial 
financial cost which may be difficult to justify in purely boating benefit terms. Any 
associated land reclamation provides a means by which government could fund all or a 
portion of such works. Any dredgings not required for the maintenance of a dynamically 
stable entrance and estuarine channel system could be used for land reclamation for tourist 
or other types of commercial development. 

••• IIllW.·iI_: 6 
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6. CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF ENTRANCE SEDIMENT DYNAMICS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

In order to develop a rationale for nominating technical concepts for the improvement of the 
entrance to Brisbane Water, the most important physical process to be taken into account is that of 
sediment dynamics. To help develop an understanding of the sediment dynamics, a conceptual 
model describing sedimentary exchange through the entrance area has been developed from: 

consideration of existing studies; 
an inspection of historical vertical aerial photography; 
reference to past field data collection; and 
a brief field inspections. 

A detailed process study including field testing of concepts was beyond the scope of this study. 
Hence the conceptual model should be regarded as preliminary only. 

6.2 RELEVANT EXISTING STUDIES 

The only study previously undertaken in the entrance area to Brisbane Water was the Ettalong 
Beach Erosion Study and Management Programme (PWD, 1977). A brief review of the aims and 
relevant fmdings of this investigation may be summarised as follows: 

Ettalong Beach is located along the western and northern shoreline of the lower entrance channel 
area to Brisbane Water. In response to episodic foreshore erosion dating back to the 1940's and 
subsequent seemingly arbitrary and piecemeal counteractive protection works, a detailed erosion 
study was undertaken by the Department in 1976/1977 in order to formulate a beach management 
programme for the area. 

A conceptual model of sediment dynamics within the lower estuary and entrance area was 
developed for this study essentially based on the following information: 

historical hydrographic survey data including beach channel and shoal profIles to quantify 
littoral transport rates and monitor changes in sediment deposits; 

geological survey data to define sediment type and coverage; 

current pattern!; determined from current metering and bottom current tracking 
(submerged drogues) to indicate dominant ebb and flood tidal channels; 

wave climate to establish the nature and direction of littoral flux; and 

aerial and ground photography as a document of the historical state and condition of 
beaches and distribution of estuarine sediments. 

Those components of the PWD (1977) conceptual model considered appropriate to the broader 
issue of total entrance behaviour have been incorporated into Figur~s 4 and 4A. 
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Findings from this PWD study which have particular relevance to an understanding of the total 
entrance behaviour may be summarised as follows: 

(i) 

(ii) 

Sediment Distribution and Movement 

Under average conditions persisting over a long period of time, the quantity of sediment 
contained between The Rip and the outer edge of the entrance shoal in Broken Bay (at a 
depth of approximately 14 m) remains constant. Also, sediment exchange across a line 
joining Kourung Gourung Point and the Ferry Wharf toward the eastern end of Ettalong 
Beach is assessed to be in balanced regime, ie. no set sediment transport across the line. 

Sediments within the lower estuarine compartment (ie. downstream of the throat) adopt a 
circulating gross movement pattern - initiated at the waveward edge of the entrance shoal; 
transported onshore to Ettalong Beach; alongshore toward the northern end of Ettalong 
Beach; lost off the beach into a flood-tide dominated nearshore channel and finally returned 
by way of ebb flow past Half Tide Rocks and out back onto the entrance shoal. 

A littoral transport rate along Ettalong Beach was estimated at 4,000 m3/year from 
measurements taken between December 1976 and July 1977, dates between which the beach 
is reported to have been in an eroded state. 

Comment - Inspection of aerial photographs as part of this study suggests gross tidal 
sediment flux through the Half Tide Rocks constriction is much greater than the longshore 
littoral transport rate along Ettalong Beach. Hence the conceptual model should allow for 
much greater tidal sand fluxes in the system. 

Bathymetric changes occurring in the lower estuary (Half Tide Rocks to Booker Bay) from 
1901 to 1!j77 were assessed in t~e PWD (1977). Essentially, a net sediment loss of 
90,000 m was found, 80,000 5 of which occurred downstream of Kourung Gourung Point. 
In general terms, the 80,000 m volume deficit was accommodated by a 1 to 2 metre 
deepening of the flood dominant tidal channel adjacent to Ettalong Beach and a 0.5 to 
1 metre shallowing of the ebb dominant tidal channel along the eastern shoreline between 
Kourung Gourung Point and Half Tide Rocks. This is unexplained by PWD (1977) because 
of the absence of a high tidal sand flux through the Half Tide Rocks constriction. Even 
though the lower estuary is thought to be a relatively closed system, high internal tidal sand 
fluxes could have easily accommodated the observed shoal movements. The "lost" sand may 
have been temporarily transported to the entrance shoal (by flood flows perhaps) before the 
1977 survey was carried out. Furthermore, the recorded channel change between Half Tide 
Rocks and Kourung Gourung Point may have occurred as a result of a change in the tidal 
current patterns associated with the temporary build-up of the shoal. ie. the flood tide could 
have been altered to flow closer to Wagstaff Point shoreline and Ettalong Beach leading to 
the recorded erosion of the Ettalong Channel and deposition on the inside of the bend. 

Wave Penetration 

The entrance shoal has the effect of limiting wave penetration and thereby reducing erosion 
of Ettalong Beach. Parameters affecting wave penetrat!on across the shoal are cited as: 

(i) 

(ii) 

"the depth of water over the shoal" - reduced depth increases the effective bed 
friction and wave breaking thereby reducing wave penetration; 

"the current velocity across the shoal" - ebb currents across the shoal would serve to 
reduce wave lengths and thereby increase wave steepness and the probability of 
breaking and hence dissipation of wave energy. Flood currents on the other hand 
have the opposite effect; 
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(iii) 

(iv) 

"offshore wave steepness" - the steeper the offshore waves, the lower the breaking 
wave heights hence the smaller the wave penetration; and 

"refraction - diffraction and attenuation effects upon the shoal" - wave height 
attenuation through refraction, diffraction and bottom friction would all serve to 
reduce wave penetration. 

The following maximum wave heights were measured in the channel adjacent to Half Tide 
Rocks during February, March and July 1977: 

Tidal Flow 
Condition 

Flood 

Ebb 

Maximum Inshore 
Wave Height (m) 

0.8 (0.4 m/s)* 

0.4 (0.4 m/s) 

Maximum Offshore 
Wave Height (m)** 

2.8 

3.5 

* Estimated tidal current speed coincident with maximum wave height measurement. 

** Maximum offshore wave height determined for the full period of measurement; not 
necessarily associated with maximum inshore wave height measurement. 

Source: Department of Public Works, NSW (1977) 

Comment - The effect of severe storm activity on the entrance shoal would appear to be 
varied - whereas in 1953 and 1972 extreme storm conditions extensively altered the shape of 
the entrance shoal causing "focusing of wave energy and erosion of Ettalong Point", in 1974 
the form of the shoal remained largely intact under seemingly similar SSE incident storm 
wave conditions. The reasons for this anomalous result cannot be explained at this time. 

In formulating the beach management programme the PWD considered three basic types of 
management options: no action, "hard" and "soft" management techniques. ~ consequence of no 
llction was seen to be a continuation of increasing erosion problems. "Hard" beach erosion 
management techniques involved extensive rock works in the form of groynes and foreshore 
revetments whereas the "soft" options included removal of the existing groyne field, sand 
nourishment and dune construction and stabilisation. The soft erosion management option was 
recommended with the advantages perceived (l.S greater aesthetic value, reduced expenditure, more 
flexible construction staging and minimum interference to the natural system. 

.... •• e. __ 
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~I I TABLE 6.1 SUMMARY OF HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS - ENTRANCE TO THE RIP, BRISBANE WATER 

n Date Surveying Title and Scale Datum Plan Room 
Authority Coverage Catalogue/ 

File No. 

1886 Ruyal Navy Entrance to Brisbane Water 200 feet LWOST 82309.221.1/2 
75 m wide strip between Half = 1 inch 
Tide Rocks and Ettalong Point (1:2400) 

1901 NSW Harbours Plan of Brisbane Water 10 chains LWOST 20227 
and Rivers Lobster Beach to The Rip = 1 inch 

(1:7920) 

1977 Department of Broken Bay Hydrographic Survey 1:4000 Chart B11709 
Public Works, NSW Box Head to Ettalong Point to (Fort Denison) 

Pearl Beach 

1977 Department of Broken Bay 1:25000 Chart 4906 
Public Works, NSW Pittwater to Ettalong Beach (Fort Denison) 

1986 Hydrographic Broken Bay Hydrographic Survey 1:40000 Chart AUS204 
Service, RAN Full coverage (Fort Denison) 

1989 Public Works Brisbane Water Hydrographic 1:4000 AHD 8625 
Department, NSW Survey 

Wagstaff Point to Little Box Head 
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6.3 HISTORICAL AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY 

Inspection of all available vertical and oblique aerial photography of the Brisbane Water/Broken 
"Bay area held by the PWD permitted the refmement, and where necessary, the extension of the 
conceptual sediment model developed for the Ettalong Beach Erosion Study to more fully describe 
the total sedimentary exchange processes through the entrance. The main physical features 
considered in the inspection of the photography were: 

nominal extent of sediment mobility; 

location of tidal channels; 

wave refraction, diffraction and breaking patterns; 

indicative longshore littoral transport directions apparent from the impact of groynes and 
other natural or artificial barriers; and 

evidence of aeolian transport. 

6.4 FIELD DATA COLLECTION 

Various estuarine field surveys and data collection exercises have been undertaken in the Brisbane 
Water entrance area. These surveys and exercises, briefly summarised in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, 
comprise hydrographic surveys, sediment sampling, and monitoring of tidal and flood hydraulics. 
The PWD Manly Hydraulics Laboratory undertook a data collection exercise in the lower estuary 
and entrance area in May 1989. Draft results of this exercise are included. 

TABLE 6.2 

Data 
Type 

Sediment 
Sampling 

SUMMARY OF SEDIMENT SAMPLING AND MONITORING OF TIDAL AND 
FWOD HYDRAULICS - ENTRANCE TO THE RIP, BRISBANE WATER 

Exercise 
Date 

1976/77 

Collecting 
Authority and 

Report Reference 

PWDCoastal 
Engineering 
Branch 
(PWD,1977) 

10 

Parameter and 
Coverage 

260 surface 
samples from 
Broken Bay 
to The Rip 

Collecting 
Procedures and 

Other Comments 

Sampling primarily 
undertaken 
for geological 
survey. Properties 
determined 
comprised 
mineralogy, grain 
size, sorting, 
roundness, mud 
and shell content 
and assemblage. 

continued 
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I Data Exercise Collecting Parameter and Collecting 

Type Date Authority and Coverage Procedures and 

I Report Reference Other Comments 

I 
May 1989 PWD 20 surface Sample analyses 

Manly samples presented as 
Hydraulics between percentage 
Laboratory The Rip and exceedence by 

I (PWD, 1989 draft) Little Box grain size and 
Head include moment 

measure and folk 

I statistics and 
shell content 

I 
Tidal 1963 PWD Tidal Included in 
Hydraulics Survey Branch gradients - hydrographic 

height survey of the 
measurements Hawkesbury 

I obtained at River, 
Ettalong and Plan 210/161 
Koolewong only 

I 1971 Albani,AD Tidal Tidal gradients 
UNSW gradients established from 
(A/bani, 1971) and currents - 5 tidal stations 

I gradients: equipped with 
Wagstaff Point Bristol gauges -
to Point Clare; data collected 

I currents: Kourung for 2 to 3 
Gourung Point month period. 
to Pelican Island Tidal currents 

I 
measured at half 
the water depth 
with biplane drag 
instrument at 16 

I recording stations. 

April Department of Tide gauge record 

I 1971 Public Works, at Kourung 
Harbours and Gourung Point 
Rivers Branch and upstream and 

I 
(DPW, 1971) downstream of 

The Rip. Current 
velocities off 

I 
Booker Bay and 
in the channel 
toward Pelican 
Island 

I continued 

I 
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Data Exercise Collecting Parameter and Collecting 
Type Date Authority and Coverage Procedures and 

Report Reference Other Comments 

1976/1977 PWD Tidal gradients Up to 5 tide 
Coastal between Little boards read 
Engineering Box Head and simultaneously to 
Branch Kourung Gourung establish gradients. 
(PWD,1977) Point, discharge Current metering 

at Kourung undertaken at 
Gourung Point 10 stations 
and current 
metering and 
bottom current 
tracking between 
Half Tide Rocks 
and Kourung 
Gourung Point 

May 1989 PWD Tidal stage Tide boards located 
Manly records and at The Rip bridge, 
Hydraulics current metering south of Booker 
Laboratory between Little Bay, Ettalong 
(PWD, 1989 draft) Box Head and Point and Little 

The Rip, and Box Head. Current 
drogue tracking metering across 
between Little 3 lines; The 
Box Head and Rip bridge, 
Kourung Booker Bay (south) 
Gourung Point and between 

Little Box Head 
and Ocean Beach 

Flooding May 1974 Department Flood levels 13 flood levels 
of Public established measured during 
Works, Harbours with respect May 1974 storms 
and Rivers to Standard 
Branch,Hydraulic Datum between 
and Soils Wagstaff Point 
Laboratory and Gosford 
(DPW, 1976) 

The more pertinent aspects of various data are briefly considered, primarily in terms of 
development of the conceptual model: 
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6.4.1 Sediment Sampling 

Sediment sampling undertaken by PWD (1977) primarily sought to establish the distribution 
of sediment types between Broken Bay and The Rip. The 6 metre bathymetric contour in 
Broken Bay was found to coincide with the seaward limit of sediments designated as beach 
and tidal delta sand. The outer edge of the entrance shoal to a depth of approximately 14 m 
(refer Section 6.2), a value which would seem reasonable for a limit of mobile coastal 
sediments, comprised sediments designated as nearshore sands. This information seems to 
suggest that the 6 m contour acts as the common or nominal limit of sediment movement 
within the lower estuary and that sediment exchange does occur to depth of 14 m but most 
probably only during infrequent major storm events. 

As part of the sediment sampling investigation, eighteen sites along a transect from 
Wagstaff Point out toward Lion Island were sampled on 5 occasions between 12.1.77 and 
24.5.77. The results show distinct changes in grain size with time at particular locations. 
This is considered to reflect the mobile nature of the entrance shoal, a result in keeping with 
the general level of sediment movement anticipated in the entrance area (refer Section 6.2). 

Hjulstrom (1939) and CERC (1984) suggest that medium sized sand particles (0.3 mm to 
0.5 mm) will be eroded by moving water before any other types of sediment. The current 
velocity required to initiate its motion is reported to be approximately 0.2 to 0.3 m/s. Both 
larger and smaller sized sediments require current velocities greater than this to initiate 
movement. In terms of this transport behaviour, the distribution of medium sand sized 
sediments within the entrance area may be viewed as indicative of the dominant sediment 
transport paths. PWD (1989 draft) analysed 20 surface samples between The Rip and Little 
Box Head. Median grain sizes were measured between 0.15 mm and 0.49 mm with the 
average equal to 0.30 mm (refer Figure 3). 

6.4.2 Tidal Hydraulics 

Various tidal gradient data for Brisbane Water are presented in PWD Plan 210/161 (1963), 
PWD (1971), Albani (1971), PWD (1977) and PWD (1989 draft). A grouped inspection of 
these data permits an estimation of the hydraulic head loss associated with various 
component reaches of the estuarine entrance, and more detailed assessments across the 
Half Tide Rocks and The Rip throttle sections. This information is set out in Table 6.3. 

Ebb and flood tidal current patterns serve as a useful indicator of sediment flow paths; the 
larger and more dominant the flow in a particular channel, the greater is the propensity for 
sediment transport. The relative magnitudes and directions of measured tidal currents 
between The Rip and the seaward limit of the entrance shoal are briefly discussed. 

A description of surface tidal current patterns through the Brisbane Water entrance 
compiled from data presented in Albani (1971), PWD (1977) and PWD (1989 draft) is 
shown in Figure 4. 

The Rip to Kourung Gourung Point 

Tidal hydraulic information along this estuarine reach is scant. As shown in 
Table 6.3, approximately 30% to 50% of total tidal head loss between the ocean and 
The Broadwater occurs between The Rip and Kourung Gourung Point. Tidal 
velocities through The Rip are assessed to be the largest throughout Brisbane 
Water. PWD (1989 draft) measured maximum flood and ebb velocities of 2.4 m/s 
and 2.2 m/s respectively for a spring ocean tide of 1.4 m. The distribution of current 
speed across The Rip was shown to be reasonably uniform. P\VD (1971, 1989 draft) 
presents gauging results for a section located immediately south of Booker Bay. 

13 
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TABLE 6.3 PERCENTAGE OF MEASURED REDUCTION IN TIDAL RANGE BETWEEN 
THE OCEAN AND BROADWATER ATTRIBUTED TO ENERGY LOSSES 
ALONG COMPONENT ENTRANCE CHANNEL REACHES· 

ESTUARY LOCATION AND APPROXIMATE DISTANCE FROM THE OCEAN 

Ocean Wagstaff Point Kourung The Rip 
(Little Gourung 

Box Point 
Head) 

Measured Half Rip 
Tidal Tide Bridge 

Ranges Rocks 
(m) 0.0 km 1.3 km 1.5 km 1.7 km 2.5 km 5.0 km 5.2 km 

I I I I 
Spring 1.33 to 
Tide 1.81 

I 

I 
I i 

40% 20% to 25% 30% to 40% 
I 

20% 20% 

I 
Neap and 0.57 to 40% to 55% 40% to 50% 
Mean 1.08 I 

Tides 20% 25% to 30% 

* 

Source: 

Tidal range taken as the average of successive flood and ebb or ebb and flood tide ranges 

Based on tidal gradient data presented in PWD plan 210/161 (1963), DPW (1971), 
Albani (1971), PWD (1977) and PWD (1989, draft) 

5.4km 

I 
o to 10% 

o to 10% , 

The 
Broadwater 

10km 

I 
: 

~ 

Measured 
Tidal 

Ranges 
(m) 

0.56 to 
0.70 

0.5m 
(approx) 
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Across this section, flood tidal velocities are shown to be slightly larger and more 
uniformly distributed than ebb velocities which tend to concentrate toward the 
western shoreline. No information is available across the Pretty Beach shoal and 
within Hardys Bay. Between Kourung Gourung Point and the Ferry Wharf, depth 
averaged tidal current velociti~s vary from 1.3 to 2.0 m/s for an ocean tide range of 
1.1 m (Albani, 1971). Larger flood and larger ebb flows were measured closer to the 
Kourung Gourung Point shore. 

Kourung Gourung Point to Half Tide Rocks 

Tidal hydraulic field data from this reach of the entrance channel is more 
comprehensive than from adjacent areas upstream or downstream. As shown in . 
Table 4.3, some 20% to 25% of the total tidal head loss between the ocean and The 
Broadwater would be expected to occur along this reach. 

Current metering and submerged drogue tracking results obtained by the PWD 
(1977) show that the flood tidal flow to be largest in the central areas of the channel 
reducing toward both shorelines with a slightly more dominant flood channel 
adjacent to Ettalong Beach. Maximum spring tidal velocities reduce from 1.5 m/s in 
the central areas to 0.6 to 0.7 m/s close to the shorelines. Unlike the flood flow 
pattern, a defmite ebb dominance is indicated closer to the eastern Wagstaff 
Point/Kourung Gourung Point shoreline. This reasonably symmetrical flood flow 
pattern and asymmetrical ebb flow pattern is confirmed by PWD (1989 draft). 

Half Tide Rocks to Little Box Head 

Existing tidal current information seaward of Half Tide Rocks is limited to PWD 
(1989 draft). Table 6.3 shows some 40% (spring tides, probably less for smaller tides) 
of the total head loss through the Brisbane Water entrance channels occurs on the 
entrance bar and shoal. This head loss is possibly higher than what might intuitively 
be expected and represents an important entrance management consideration in 
terms of potential impact on water levels further upstream. 

Due to rough sea conditions, the PWD (1989 draft) current monitoring exercises 
were mainly confined to deeper waters closer to the Half Tide Rocks/Little Box 
Head shoreline. In general, these results show flood current speeds to be slightly 
lower than ebb current speeds. Gauging along a line between Little Box Head and 
Ocean Beach showed highest ebb velocities close to Little Box Head 
(Vmax = ].2 m/s) reducing across the entrance shoal towards ()cean Beach 
(Vmax = 0.5 m/s). The limited number of drogues tracked across the entrance 
shoal indicated large currents and given the extensive wave action present in such 
areas, high sediment mobility would therefore be anticipated. 

The mean spring ebb tide di~harge at the entrance to Brisbane Water presented in 
PWD (1989 draft) is 1,400 m Is. 

_r.-lIJi HI! __ 
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6.4.3 Flooding 

Storm inundation levels in Brisbane Water have been considered by PWD (1976). On the 
night of 25-26 May 1974, flood levels in Brisbane Water generally reached 1.6 m above 
Standard Datum (which is approximately equal to Australian Height Datum). This level 
compares to a maximum elevated ocean level of approximately + 2.3 m AHD established 
during the same period (Foster, et a~ 1975). PWD (1976) reports that the elevated level of 
Brisbane Water "was brought about by the coincidence of a maximum spring tide with a 
particular combination of wind and wave conditions and storm surge". The contribution of 
rainfall would appear to have been neglected. 

Based on the relevant fmdings from and interpretations of the Ettalong Beach Erosion 
Study and Management Programme (PWD, 1977), inspection of all available vertical and 
oblique aerial photography of the entrance area, existing field data collection (including the 
May 1989 field exercise undertaken by the Manly Hydraulics Laboratory) and field inspections 
undertaken by Patterson Britton and Partners, a conceptual model of sediment movement 
at the Brisbane Water entrance has been developed ang reproduced in Figure 4A. 

6.S DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPTUAL MODEL (REFER FIGURES 4 & 4A) 

During the flood tide, high rates of onshore sediment transport take place across the surface of the 
entrance shoal due to the combined effect of tidal currents (0.5-1 mlsec) and wave action. Much of 
this sediment would be deposited along the inside northern edge of the entrance shoal, as a slip
slope, deltaic drop out. Some of the sediment would be carried on to the main channel. 

The flood tide currents against the southern portion of the inner edge of entrance shoal are only 
moderate (0.5-1 mlsec). However concentration of the flood tide flows towards the northern end of 
the shoal closer to the Half Tide Rocks entrance constriction produce tide velocities to about 
1 m/sec and there would be a very strong transport of sediment into the estuary from this area. 

The very high flood tide velocities through the Half Tide Rocks constriction produce local scouring 
to 5 metres (assumed to be self scouring depth) and would pass all sediment conveyed to the section. 
The totaYidal sediment flux in this area has not been calculated but is likely to be exceed 
50,000 m /p.a. 

Upstream of the Half Tide Rocks constriction a minor portion of the total sand flux is absorbed in 
the Ettalong Beach littoral system (ie. approx 4,000 nr Ip.a.; PWD 1977). The bulk of sediment 
moves upstream and is deposited on the flood tide shoals opposite Kourung Gourung Point as the 
flood tide flows expand and velocities reduce. Flood tide transport is stronge!1t on the outside of the 
bend where the sediment eventually terminates in the Pretty Beach Shoal in the form of a tidal drop 
over. 

During the ebb tide, the flow velocities are relatively weak over the Pretty Beach Shoal. Hence this 
feature tends to exhibit long term stability. Ebb velocities concentrate against Kourung Gourung 
Point where the sediment transport would be high. 

The total ebb tide sediment flux through the Half Tide Rocks constriction is likely to be slightly less 
than that associated with the flood tide. However, the pronounced concentration of ebb flows 
against the northern edge of the entrance shoal would increase local transport rates and pick-up all 
sediment deposited along the shoal edge during the flood tide. The sediment would be returned to 
the seaward edge of the entrance shoal, thereby completing a local. sand circulation cell over the 
southern portion of the shoal. 

During the latter quarter of the ebb tide flows would be confined to the main channel, leading to 
deposition on the navigation bar in the vicinity of Little Box Head. 
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7. ENTRANCE BAR DEPTH POTENTIAL 

Existing minimum navigation depths through the Brisbane Water entrance occur between the Half 
Tide Rocks constriction and Little Box Head. Approximately 2 m at mean tide, these depths are 
associated with inner entrance shoals thought to mainly result from sand transported across the 
southern half of the main entrance shoal on the flood tide and deposited in its lee as depths 
increase and wave stirring reduces. Such limiting bar depths at the entrance to a tidal inlet may be 
increased if effective entrance width is reduced. 

Floyd (1968) developed an empirical expression relating maximum ebb discharge for a tide of mean 
spring range to limiting bar depth based on field measurements for 27 tidal inlets (trained and 
natural) located along the NSW coast: 

where 

DB = 2QM 

3W 

DB = depth over bar saddle; limiting depth [m] 

QM = maximum (ebb) discharge for a tide of mean spring range [m3/sec] 

W = entrance width at mean tide level [m] 

This expression has been applied at the Brisbane Water entrance to estimate navigation depth 
potential associated with improvement works. 

For a mean ebb spring tidal discharge of 1,400 m3 Is (refer Section 6.4.2) and assuming a trained 
entrance width of 300 m, mean limiting depth on the entrance bar would not be expected to be less 
than 3 m. This estimate probably could be increased given that the applied expression is based on 
entrances typically exposed to severe littoral transport which would tend to enhance entrance 
shoaling. 
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8. POTENTIAL ALTERATION OF TIDAL RANGE IN BRISBANE WATER 

As noted in Section 6.2 (refer Table 6.3), the entrance shoal and channels are responsible for about 
40% of the total tidal head loss between the ocean and Brisbane Water. Hence entrance 
improvements which reduce energy losses at the entrance (refer Section 9) can be expected to cause 
an increase in the tidal range of Brisbane Water. 

Reduction of tidal energy losses across the entrance shoal will tend to be compensated by increased 
flows and thus energy losses in the area between Half Tidal Rocks and The Rip (refer Figure 4.3). 
Hence the potential for increased tidal range in Brisbane Water is difficult to predict and a rigorous 
assessment is beyond the scope of this study. However a preliminary assessment of the potential 
tidal range was carried out using simplified analytical techniques. 

If it is assumed that the full entrance length between Half Tide Rocks and the Rip Bridge was 
uniformly dredged such that the volume of material removed equalled the volume of material 
comprising the outer entrance shoal, the increase in tidal range in Brisbane water would be of the 
order of 0.1 m. Hence, for general planning purposes, it could be anticipated that the tidal range in 
the Broadwater is likely to increase by up to 0.1 m, depending upon the type and magnitude of 
entrance works contemplated (refer Section 9) ie. a maximum of 20% of the local tidal range. 

The environmental ramifications of an increase in tidal range in Brisbane Water would need to be 
evaluated fully as part of any entrance improvement feasibility study. An important consideration 
would be the beneficial effect on the water quality of the Broadwater which has been steadily 
deteriorating due to urbanisation of the catchment. 

ft· ___ _ 
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9. ENTRANCE IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS 

Four possible entrance improvement options are presented. These options are considered to 
represent the range of possible entrance improvement concepts which are compatible with the 
sediment transport behaviour summarised in the conceptual model (refer Figures 4 and 4A). These 
are preliminary schemes which outline basic concepts only and would require detailed investigation 
before they could be presented as proven concepts. 

Order of magnitude cost estimates have been included. These are in 1989 dollars and include a 
30% contingency. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each scheme have also been briefly assessed. 

9.1 OPTION 1 - DO NOTHING 

A schematised representation of this option and a brief assessment of advantages and 
disadvantages are included in Figure 5. 

9.2 OPTION 2 - LIMITED ENTRANCE TRAINING WORKS 

Limited training/breakwater works incorporating a 300 to 400 m long training breakwater and a 
100 to 200 m long internal training wall, together with on-going remedial dredging, is suggested as 
a possible option for improving the entrance to Brisbane Water. 

Inspection of the existing entrance channel system between Wagsta~ Point and Kourung Gourung 
Point indicates a stable cross-sectional flow area of 1,750 to 1,800 m below Mean Tide Level (or 
approximately below AHD). Thus adopting a minimum 300 m entrance width between the seaward 
end of the training breakwater and the Wagstaff Point shoreline should achieve, subject to a 
reasonably uniform tidal flow distribution across the throat area, bed levels of 5 m below AHD 
which would permit all-tide navigational access to recreational craft. 

The internal training wall could be aligned such that flood tidal flow is trained away from the 
erosion prone Ettalong Beach. A short stub-wall could link the internal training wall with the 
shoreline to restrict possible ebb scour behind the training wall. 

A likely cost associated with such a limited entrance training scheme is on-gomg remedial 
dredging, particularly in the critical area immediately downstream of Half Tide Rocks. Other areas 
which also would probably require a degree of maintenance dredging are the existing problem zones 
upstream of Half Tide Rocks and adjacent to Lobster Beach. 

A schematised representation of this option, a preliminary estimate of cost and a brief assessment 
of advantages and disadvantages are included in Figure 5. 

___ a_
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9.3 OPTION 3 - SUBSTANTIAL ENTRANCE TRAINING WORKS 

Another possible option for improving the entrance could employ two more substantial rock walls -
an 800 m long training breakwater and a 300 to 400 m long internal training wall- together with 
once-off dredging. 

A 300 m minimum entrance width between the end of the training breakwater and the Bouddi 
National Park shoreline should achieve bed levels of 5 m below AHD permitting unimpeded all
weather navigational access. 

As with Option 2, the internal training wall could be aligned such that the flood tidal flow is trained 
away from the erosion prone Ettalong Beach. A short stub-wall could link the internal training . 
wall with the shoreline to restrict possible ebb scour behind the training wall. 

A once-off dredging programme could be incorporated into the scheme. Areas to be dredged could 
include the hazardous shoal immediately downstream of Half Tide Rocks and the shallow channel 
upstream of Half Tide Rocks. Dredge spoil could be used to create the pocket beach between the 
two rock walls and nourish Ettalong Beach. Any additional spoil could be conveniently disposed of 
on the Ocean Beach side of the training breakwater. 

A schematised representation of this option, a preliminary estimate of cost and a brief assessment 
of advantages and disadvantages are included in Figure 5. 

9.4 OPTION 4 - TOMBOW 

A tombolo extending some 800 m south-east from Ettalong Point toward Lobster Beach is 
suggested as a possible option for improving the entrance to Brisbane Water. As this represents an 
engineering solution of substantial scale, a significant level of development could be associated with 
the reclaimed land to offset capital costs. Since the tombolo would be formed with the sedimentary 
material of the lower estuary, this option necessarily incorporates large scale dredging. 

The footprint of the tombolo would cover the existing shallow entrance bar and thus take advantage 
of this store of sandy material for its foundation. 

A 500 m long retaining breakwater at the seaward end of the tombolo would be located such that a 
300 m minimum entrance width was provided to the Bouddi National park shoreline north of 
Lobster Beach and also to the rocky headland south of Lobster Beach. Bed levels of 5 m below 
AHD should be achieved permitting unimpeded all-weather navigational access. The alignment of 
the retaining breakwater has been set such that it follows the ebb depositiona! features indicated in 
the conceptual sediment transport model shown in Figure 4A. 

Inside the new entrance, two training walls with a total length of approximately 600 m would serve 
to suitably divert tidal flow and ensure the stability of intermediate pocket beaches. These walls 
would be aligned such that the flood tidal flow is trained away from the erosion prone Ettalong 
Beach. A short stub-wall could link the inner training wall with the shoreline to restrict possible 
ebb scour behind the training wall. 

The alignment of the exposed south-western shoreline of the tom bolo is proposed to follow that of 
the existing breaker zone. 
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The total land area contained within the proposed tombalo system is approximately 15 ha. This 
area would need to be elevated to between + 6 m to + 7 m AHD to protect it against coastal 
inundation. A preliminary estima3e of the quantity of material required to create the tombalo 
option as presented is 2 million m . The size of the tombalo could be reduced by limiting the width 
without prejudice to its protective function. Ideally, all fill material would be obtained through 
advantageous dredging of the lower estuary. Should additional material be required however, 
beach and tidal delta sand from nearshore areas within Broken Bay could make up the shortfall. 

A schematised representation of this option, a preliminary estimate of cost and a brief assessment 
of advantages and disadvantages are included in Figure s. 
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OPTION 1- DO NOTHING 
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PRELIMINARY COST Nil 

ADVANTAGES 

no expenditure 

DISADVANTAGES 

continued navigation hazard at the entrance; 

continued suppression of recreational boating industry in 
Brisbane Water; 

constrained ocean access available to the resident fleet; 

severely limited tourist oriented boating opportunities 
linking Brisbane Water to the Hawkesbury, Pittwater, 
and Sydney Harbour; 

limited opportunity for developing visitor recreational 
boating opportunities; and 

continued erosion problems along the Ettalong Beach 
shoreline 

OPTION 2 - LIMITED ENTRANCE TRAINING WORKS 

DESCRIPTION Limited training/breakwater 
works incorporating a 300 to 
400 m long training break-water 
and a 100 to 200 m long internal 
training wall, together with 
on-going rem"-dial dredging. 
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PRELIMINARY COST $5 million with an additional 
on-going maintenance dredging 
cost of $50,000 per year (1989 
dollars and inclusive of 30% 
contingency) 

ADVANTAGES 

relatively small financial cost; 

slightly improved navigational safety through the 
entrance with associated benefits for the recreational 
boating industry generally; and 

mitigate and alleviate erosion along Ettalong Beach by 
deviating a large proportion of flood tidal flow away from 
the subject shoreline, curtailing wave 
penetration and nourishment of the beach with dredge 
spoil. 

DISADVANTAGES 

on-going maintenance dredging costs; 

all-weather entrance access almost certainly not 
available; and 

erosion problem along Ettalong Beach probably 
alleviated, although not solved. 

OPTION 3 - SUBSTANTIAL ENTRANCE TRAINING WORKS 

DESCRIPTION Substantial training/breakwater 
works incorporating an 800 m 
long training breakwater and a 
300 to 400 m long internal training 
wall, together with once-off 
dredging 
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PRELIMINARY COST 

ADVANTAGES 

$15 million (1989 doUars and 
inclusive of 30% contingency) 

provide safe aU-weather navigational access to 
recreational craft with associated benefits for the 
recreational boating industry generaUy; 

arrest erosion along Ettalong Beach by appropriately 
deviating tidal flow away from the shoreline and 
eliminating wave penetration - also disposing of dredge 
spoil along Ettalo,'g Beach; 

possibly create additional beach areas in the vicinity of 
Ettalong Point; 

possible source of extractive materials; and 

possible increased tidal range in Broadwater and 
improved tidal flushing. 

DISADVANTAGES 

expensive entrance improvement option given that no 
cost-offset through land reclamation is available; and 

environmental ramifications of increased tidal range. 

OPTION 4 - TOMBOW 

DESCRIPTION 

BROKEN 

BAY 

FIGURE 5 

Tombolo extending south-east 
from Ettalong Point. This scheme 
is proposed to include a 500 m 
long retaining breakwater at the 
seaward end of the tombolo and 
600 m of internal training walls . 

PRELIMINARY COST $18 million (1989 dollars and 
inclusive of a 30% contingency) 

ADVANTAGES 

provide safe all-weather navigational access to 
recreational craft with associated benefits for the 
recreational boating industry generally; 

arrest erosion along Ettalong Beach by appropriately 
deviating flood tidal flow away from the shoreline and 
eliminating wave penetration; 

create 1,000 m of additional beach amenity; 

reclaim a land-base of 15 ha suitable for tourist 
development or other usage, ie. has capacity to be self 
funding; and 

possible incre2sed tidal range in Broadwater and 
improved tidal flushing. 

DISADV4.NTAGES 

expensive entrance improvement option - the possibility 
of a fully self-funded scheme through development of the 
reclaimed land-base would require further investigation; 
and 

environmental ramifications of increased tidal range. 

ENTRANCE IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS 
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